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ASK THE SONIC COACH (Q&A) 
Career Advice for Aspiring Health Researchers 

February 2008 
 
 
From a Student Keen to “Connect” with Employers:  I know I’m supposed to 
“tailor my resume” to the job (and specific employer)… but how do I actually DO 
that? 
 
SONIC Coach:  Organize your information into logical sections, under headings 
that make the most sense to the employer, with the most relevant sections first.  
Begin with a highlight of your qualifications and describe those that relate 
specifically to the job description.  
 
Use “active” language and action verbs to describe your accomplishments—what 
you did, and how you made a difference, rather than what you learned, and what 
your responsibilities were.  Remember, you need to explain what you offer 
employers, not what you want from them. 
 
Consult authoritative resume writing sources (websites, books, job search 
specialists) for suggestions on headings, wording, formatting, lists of “Dos and 
Don’ts,” and for examples of strong and weak resumes. 
 
 
From a Busy Student:  I’ve seen some resume templates that would make my 
life so much easier.  They’re already formatted, so I’d just need to fill in the 
sections.  Are they a good way to go?   

SONIC Coach:  Resume templates can be very helpful, IF chosen carefully and 
used thoughtfully. Few are designed specifically with high school or new 
undergraduate university students in mind, so will assume you have more 
professional work experience and committee involvements than you do.   You’ll 
still need to customize the arrangement of sections and heading titles, write 
focused summaries of your accomplishments, and modify the formatting so 
the document is easy to read and visually appealing. 
 
Be skeptical of any claim that you can create a professional resume in 10 
minutes.  You can’t.  It takes time to understand the employer’s needs and to 
identify (let alone describe!) how you meet those needs.  The time you spend 
crafting your resume is time well spent, for it will help you to write the associated 
cover letter and prepare for the interview (the topic of next month’s article). 
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From a Student Interested in Becoming a Professor:  What’s the difference 
between a resume and a CV?  

SONIC Coach:  A resume is a succinct (two-page at most) description of your 
qualifications, experience and accomplishments that is required by most 
employers. The Curriculum Vitae (CV) is used in academic contexts (e.g when 
applying to graduate school, or for teaching/research positions) and contains 
additional information, such as research funding earned, papers published, 
courses taught, conference presentations delivered, and the like.  
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